SHOWNOTES
Episode #008 – A Walk on the Beach with DrZ

Welcome to Episode #008
A Walk on the Beach with DrZ
Time to reflect, refresh, and reinvigorate
So far in our first seven episodes we’ve set some foundational frameworks in-place about God
(Father, Son, and Holy Spirit), mankind, nature, and Scripture. What we have not addressed are
other foundational frameworks of the supernatural/spiritual realm which includes such things as
angels, cherubim, seraphim, demons, and evil spirits. We’ll begin that discussion in our next
episode (#009).
But before we get there, we need to understand and know with certainty the supernatural/spiritual
realm exists and is in continual intersection and interaction with our physical realm as evidenced
in Scripture from Genesis 1:1 to Revelation 22:21. However, for many believers this reality of the
Path we are on may still appear dimly lit because of intellectual and cultural roadblocks established
for this exact purpose as it say in 2 Cor. 4:4 “The god of this age has blinded the minds of
unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel that displays the glory of Christ, who is
the image of God.”
During our walk and talk today, we’ll will blow a hole through the twin road blocks and spiritual
life killers propped-up by atheistic philosophers and scientists since the mid-1800’s [Philosophic
atheism and Scientific materialism]. The accepted universal of academic maxim in both these key
areas of intellectual discovery is there is no supernatural/spiritual realm. All that exists is physical
and the entire cosmos is contained in a closed system with no outside influences. That is why they
say we are believing in myths and fables because to them what we believe in does not exist. Their
belief is everything that does exist is the result of undirected impersonal processes, time, and
chance. The fallout of their beliefs and stronghold over the hallowed halls and ivory towers of
global educational systems has created generations of mankind antithetical and hostile to our
beliefs.
About forty years ago, both philosophy and science were defeated at dead ends they set-up of their
own making. Philosophy and science without access to an external transcendent standard (i.e.
something greater outside the bubble of their own making), determined through their best and
brightest efforts that life and science are both meaningless. Many in-fact in these fields conclude
life is no longer worth living [nihilism] given the grim reality of human existence and commit
suicide. Matthew 6:22-23 “The eye is the lamp of the body. If your eyes are healthy, your whole
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body will be full of light. But if your eyes are unhealthy, your whole body will be full of darkness.
If then the light within you is darkness, how great is that darkness!
What they morphed into since and are teaching in the hallowed halls and ivory towers they occupy
is anti-philosophy and anti-science atheistic postmodernism. There is no wrong way to live; there
is no up, no down, no good, no bad, no holy, no evil, there is only what “is.” No one can explain
what that “is” is in a manner in which anyone else can understand. The only thing post-modernism
rejects is what philosophy and science also rejected, God and the supernatural spiritual realm. They
simply do not exist.
Part of their undoing and the heap of rubble at the end of their quests for meaning were scientific
discoveries over the past 100 years. Several branches of science made monumental discoveries
pointing not only to dimensionality beyond our own and a supernatural/spiritual realm, but gave
evidence to the fact that the physical realm may be a projection from the supernatural realm
(Hebrews 11:3 “By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God’s command, so that
what is seen was not made out of what was visible.)”
Let me introduce two of these discoveries for you to research on your own. The first has to do with
the fabric of space and the second the language of life.
Classical physics (nature of things in movement and why they move) eventually lead to the study
of the things which make up things. First in nuclear physics (atomic level) and then in particle
physics (quantum mechanics). With each iteration into smaller it became more difficult to identify
and measure things unseen. New technologies allowed measurements of things moving and energy
releases in collisions, but nothing can be seen. So theories had to be developed and names given
to what was being measured.
The smaller you go the more distance there is between things. For example, if the size of the
nucleus of an atom, which is extremely small, were the size of a basketball, the closet electron to
the nucleus would be two miles away. If you extrapolate the volume the nucleus occupies and the
volume of area the under the orbit of the closest electron you have the approximate equivalent of
one second in two million years. Meaning the actual amount of physical “stuff” compared to open
space is miniscule at the molecular level.
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Bring those same ratios to room you are in and realize there is more empty space than solid material
by the ratio at a minimum of one second to two million years. That’s why you can answer your
cell phone in your room right now. Cellular microwaves pass right through the empty spaces in
the walls. The assumption is energy fields between atoms in the materials in the wall bind them
together, which are the same types of energy fields of the atoms in your hand. Now as you try to
punch your hand through the wall, the energy fields of both the wall and the hand repel each other
as you discover upon impact. Here’s the question, why don’t the energy fields of wall and hand
just melt together if they are just the results of undirected impersonal forces, plus time, plus
chance? Or better yet, what is to say at any moment the energy fields stop doing what we’ve always
observed them doing, and suddenly just let go? The response many scientists who know about this
issue give is only God. That’s a real career ender and antithetical to the establishment so we don’t
hear much about that.
Science also discovered something very disturbing in regard to length and time, both physical
properties, called Planck’s constants. For length, you cannot measure anything less than 1.6 X 1033
cm. Anything shorter than this is a realm called non-locality which is theorized to be in contact
with every other electron in the universe. What this means is our physical reality is pixelized by
length.
Planck’s time constant opens the door to outside influences as well. In this theory related to the
speed of light, the smallest unit of time is 5.4 X 10-44 seconds. This again is a pixel of time and
combined with a pixel of space; we are living in a pixelated physical system [think digital
universe]. This space-time pixilation is the fabric separating our four-dimensional reality from
what many assume is a fifth, six, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth dimension. Access to heaven is
not at the outreaches of the universe but merely 1.6 X 10-33 cm away and can be crossed within 5.4
X 10-44 seconds. Access of the supernatural/spiritual across our pixelated boundary is not irrational
or unreasonable to assume happens.
DNA of course is the most devastating evidence against both philosophic atheism and scientific
materialism. In the nucleus of every atom is a strand of genetic code, six feet in length if stretched
outside, that contains enough text of information that when stored digitally takes 1.6 GB of space.
This genetic code is an understandable language and contains the building instructions for every
type of cell, machine, organ, vein, nerve in the entire body. It has the capability to self-detect error
and correct the code. DNA is information and information does not come from undirected
impersonal causes, time and chance but rather from a directed personal mind. John 1:1-3 In the
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beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was with God
in the beginning. Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been
made. Jesus made us in His image and likeness…
As a believer, you already know God and Jesus and the Holy Spirit. On our next episode (#009)
I’ll describe the myriad of angelic hosts and creatures they created in the spiritual realm. Some
friendly and some not so friendly.
Subscribe, Follow, Rate, and Review
Show notes and other resources found on WayoftheBible.com
Join me on the Path
Write me a note
Simply Believe God and Follow Jesus
Live as a child of light overflowing with living water in the will of God
•
Joyful always, Praying Continually, and Thankful in all
circumstances
Be blessed my brothers and sisters
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